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Abstract. A simple model for M51a is constructed to explore its evolutionary history by assum-
ing its disk grows from continuous gas infall, which is shaped by a free parameter−the infall-peak
time tp . By adopting a constant infall-peak time tp = 7.0Gyr, our model predictions can repro-
duce most of the observed constraints and still show that the disk of M51a forms inside-out. Our
results also show that the current molecular gas surface density, the star-formation rate and the
UV-band surface brightness are important quantities to trace the effect of recent interactions
on galactic star-formation process.
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1. Motivation. M51a (NGC 5194) is a grand-design spiral galaxy and undergoing
interactions with its companion galaxy NGC 5195. Many studies about M51a have been
carried out. With respect to dynamic study, M51a is a very good target to explore the
nature and origin of spiral structure. In addition, M51a is also a test bed to understand the
effect of galaxy interacting on its star-formation (SF) process by investigating its stellar
populations. However, there is still lack of investigation on the evolutionary history of
M51a by using the simple model.

2. Method. A simple model for M51a is constructed to build a bridge between its
SF history and its observed properties. Its disk is assumed to grow up gradually by cold
gas infall and the gas infall rate is parameterizedly described by a Gaussian form with
a free parameter−the infall-peak time tp . By comparing the model predictions with the
observed data, we can discuss the probable ranges for free parameters in the model and
then know more about the main properties of the evolution and SF history of M51a.

3. Result. It can be found that the model predictions are very sensitive to the free
parameter and the model adopting a constant infall-peak time tp = 7.0Gyr can repro-
duce most of the observed constraints of M51a. Although our model does not assume
the gas infall time-scale of the inner disk is shorter than that of the outer disk, our
model predictions still show that the disk of M51a forms inside-out. A ‘toy’ model is
also introduced to allow an additional cold gas infall occurred recently to imitate the
influence of the interactions between M51a and its companion. Our results show that the
current molecular gas surface density, the SF rate and the UV-band surface brightness
are important quantities to trace the effect of recent interactions on galactic SF process
(See Kang et al. 2015 for more details).
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